
WEEK 13 – DEFENCES (LAST WEEK) 

Mental Illness 

There is evidence that a person with a mental health or cognitive impairment has an 
increased risk of coming into contact with the criminal justice system. However, the 
majority do not offend.  

NSWLRC (Report No 138 at 61) has recommended the legislative adoption of the following definitions 
of ‘mental health impairment’ and ‘cognitive impairment’  

(1) Mental Health Impairment  
(a) Mental health impairment means a temporary or continuing disturbance of thought, mood, 

volution, perception, or memory that impairs emotional wellbeing, judgment or behaviour, so 
as to affect functioning in daily life to a material extent.  

(b) Such mental health impairment may arise from but is not limited to the following:  
I. Anxiety disorders  
II. Affective disorders  
III. Psychoses  
IV. Substance induced mental disorders  

(2) Cognitive Impairment  
(a) Cognitive impairment is an ongoing impairment in comprehension, reason, adaptive 

functioning, judgement, learning or memory that is the result of any damage to, dysfunction, 
developmental delay, or deterioration of the brain of mind.  

(b) Such cognitive impairment may arise from, but is not limited to, the following: 
i. Intellectual disability  
ii. Borderline intellectual functioning 
iii. Dementias 
iv. Acquire brain injury 
v. Drug or alcohol related brain damage  
vi. Autism spectrum disorders.  

Summary Proceedings  

DPP v El Mawas1 explains the approach required by s322 as involving three limb test: 

1. Does the defendant have an impairment or mental condition for which treatment 
is available in a mental health facility 

2. Is it more appropriate that the accused be dealt with under s32 
3. Can an appropriate order be made (conditional or unconditional, relevant 

treatment services etc.) 

Courts affirmed that the seriousness determined in using s32 

Fitness to stand trial 

At common law, persons were unfit to stand trial for a criminal offence where he or she 
was capable of understanding the nature or purpose of the proceedings or was incapable 
of communicating with the court.3 

At a special hearing, the verdicts available under s22 (1) are: 

                                                
1 [2006] NSWCA 154.  
2 Crimes Legislation Amendment Act 2002 (s32).  
3 Presser [1958] VR 45.  



(a) Not guilty 
(b) Not guilty on the ground of mental illness, 
(c) That on the limited evidence available, the accused committed the offence  
(d) That on the limited evidence, the accused committed an offence available as an 

alternative to the offence charged. 

If verdict is returned not guilty on the ground of mental illness, this verdict is treated as a 
‘special verdict’ under s38.  

If on the grounds of limited evidence, the judge must indicate what he would have 
imposed (s23 (1)).  (Limiting Term).  

CASE ANALYSIS: DPP v Khoury4 [LIMITING TERM, UNFIT TO PLEAD 
SPECIAL H] 

Facts: 

è Mr Khoury who suffers from paranoid schizophrenia, stabbed two of his nephews 
at a family wedding 

è The nephews approached the respondent to calm him down when he began to 
behave bizarrely. 

è The respondent was arrested and charged with two counts of wounding with 
intent to inflict grievous bodily harm. 

Issue: 

è  The issue is whether Mr Khoury can succeed in a defence of ‘mental illnesses’.  

Held: 

è He did not stand trial, having been found unfit to plead.  
è At a special hearing he was found to have committed two offences of wounding 

with intent to cause GBH.  
è The trial judge ordered a limiting term. The person must be referred to the Mental 

Health Review Tribunal for it to determine whether the person suffers from a 
mental illness.  

è The Court of Appeal ordered the matter be return to the district court for the 
purpose of making appropriate orders under s27 of the Mental Health (Forensic 
Provisions) Act.  

è Section 14 (Unfit to plead); s17(3) found unfit but will 

become fit within 12 months; s24 nomination of a ‘limiting 

term’; s25 at a special hearing person is not guilty by 

reason of mental illness; 27 person detained for limiting 

term. 

The mental illness defence  

The M’Naghten Rules 
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The defence of insanity entered common law through M’Naghten case. The defence 
renamed ‘mental illnesses’ in Pt 4 of the Mental Health (Forensic Provisions) Act 1990. 

CASE ANALYSIS: M’Naghten Case5 [Test: Mental Illness Defence]  

Facts: 

è Daniel McNaughton shot and killed Edward, who was a secretary of a Prime 
Minister of England.  

è McNaughton allegedly intended to kill Peel, but mistook Drummond for Peel.  
è At trial, the accused for many years believed he was being persecuted by the 

Tories and had, after many attempts, decided that he had to kill Peel to end his 
predicament.  

è A number of witnesses and five medical specialists testified about McNaughton’s 
‘insane delusional’ and he was acquitted by the jury on grounds of insanity.  

è The queen asked the House of Lords to re-assess their judgment. This led to the 
five step approach known as the M’Naghten rule.  

Issue:  

è The issue is whether the assassination was politically targeted or whether Daniel 
McNaughton could be acquitted on grounds of a mental illness.  

Held: 

è A test of criminal insanity by which ‘it must be clearly proven that, at the time 
of committing the act, the party accused was labouring under such defect of 
reason, from disease of mind, as not to know the nature and quality of the act he 
was doing, or, if he did know it, that he did not know he was doing what was 
wrong’.  

è McNaughton was confined at Bethlehem Hospital.  

Consent  

[The absence of consent is an element of common assault. Justice Abadee J6 stated that 
an assault with consent is no assault at all. However, it is important to note that where 
harm is caused, different rules may apply.] 

Apprehension of immediate infliction of force 

Where an assault involves an act causing the victim to apprehend the immediate 
infliction… the threat of harm is sufficiently imminent to satisfy the actus Reus 
requirement.  

Case Analysis:  R v Knight7 [Immediate Imminent Assault] 

Held:  

 The expression is ‘apprehend immediate violence’ not ‘immediately 
apprehends violence’.  

                                                
5 [1843-60] All ER Rep 229.  
6 Bonora (1994) 35 BSWLR 74 at 78 
7 Knight (1988) 35 A Crim R 314 



 The convictions were dismissed  

Case Analysis: Zanker v Vartzokas (1988)8 [Immediacy of the threat] 

Held: 

 It was held that the young women reasonably believed in the defendant’s 
intentions and power to inflict a sexual assault within the near future. Therefore, 
causing her to jump out of the vehicle.  

 A conviction was recorded for assault occasioning actual bodily harm 
 Appeal was allowed.  

Reasoning: 

 Where the victim is held in place and unable to escape the immediacy element 
may be fulfilled.  

 It remains an assault where the victim is powerless to stop the aggressor from 
carrying out the threat.  

 

 

The victim’s apprehension  

The victim must be put in fear of imminent unlawful contact9. An act which intentionally 
or recklessly causes another to apprehend immediate and unlawful violence is known as 
a ‘psychic assault’.  

Conditional Threats 

The conditional threat can only constitute an assault if it was a condition that the person 
could not lawfully impose.10 

Spitting 

Spitting was held to be an assault in DPP v JWH. The magistrate dismissed the charges 
as ‘the act of spitting did not constitute an application of force’. Not all actions of 
spitting on someone will constitute an assault. 

Mens Rea 

The mens rea of common assaults is constituted by the intention to effect unlawful 
contact, or to create an apprehension of imminent unlawful contact in the mind of the 
other person or to recklessly assault someone, in that, you had no intention to do so, but 
in doing so, you persist with it.11 

Case Analysis: MacPherson v Brown12 
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11 Edwards v Police (1998) 71 SASR 493 
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Held: 

 Recklessness should be confined to consequences using a subjective test, or 
reasonableness using an objective test.  

Consent to Harm 

There is a distinction between consenting to a ‘common assault’ where no actual bodily 
harm is inflict, but it is another concern whether the consent to inflict physical harm can 
provide a defence to the assault.  

The House of Lords found that the question of whether the defence of consent should 
extend to circumstances where there is physical harm, or whether this is a concern to be 
decided by consideration of policy and public interest.  

 

Case Analysis: R v Brown13 [Defence of Consent extending to Physical Harm] 

Held:  

 Consent is immaterial in circumstances which involve such a degree of violence  

Consent to medical treatment 

§ Medical examinations are only lawful where the procedure has been consented by 
the patient  

§ Richardson continued to treat patients whilst being suspended from practicing. 
She was charged with assault, however, the trial judge ruled that her patients was 
vitiated by fraud, she pleaded guilty. Informed consent has no place in criminal 
law14. Parents 

PARENT/CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 

It is a defence for parents to punish their children only if such punishments is reasonable 
in correspondence to the child’s age, health, and maturity15. Such force is not reasonable 
if it is applied to the neck or head16. 

Violence in sport [DEFENCE] 

It is generally understood that participants consent to ‘rough and tumble’ within the rules 
of certain sports. Even where the violence may breach the rules of a game, it is regarded 
as an acceptable risk and, therefore, not criminal in nature. Players cannot expect that 
other opposition players will play within the rules of the game. Such penalties within any 
violent game are handled via disciplinary codes and proceedings.  
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In Watherston v Woolven17, the appellant was convicted of assault occasioning actual 
bodily harm. The victim was ‘king hit’ and suffered a broken nose. Such matter are 
usually better left to domestic sporting tribunals rather than the court systems. 

In Stanley, the courts upheld a conviction imposed on a rugby player who raised his 
elbow in a tackle. The trial judge found that Stanley intentionally struck the players and 
acted recklessly within the context of the charge. He was sentenced to one year 
imprisonment. On appeal, Justice Hunt stated that: 

§ It was an intentional tackle which could have been avoided in the course 
of attempting such tackles.  

The majority agreed with Levine J: 

§ The players consent to acts of violence and substantial violence not 
consenting to malicious use of violence or recklessness. Therefore, the 
appeals against conviction and sentence were dismissed.  

 

Aggravated Assault 

Aggravated assault is more serious than common sault because of the presence of 
additional aggravating elements. This is aggravated by the level of harm; the method 
used; or the status of the victim. A number of offences may be connoted as aggravated 
by the presence of further specific intent: An offence of which an intention to cause a 
specific result is an element. 

Intention to cause grievous bodily harm is noted as a person who wounds anyone or 
causes such harm to another with the intention element. This includes a maximum 
penalty of 25 years imprisonment18. These offences have a standard non parole period of 
seven years.  

Penalties 

It is important to note that penalties may vary whether the act was done in the company 
of notes, or in private. Reckless grievous bodily harm does in the company of others 
incurs a penalty of 14 years imprisonment. However, bodily harm not done in the 
company of others incurs a maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment.19  

It is also important to note that reckless wounding in the company of others incurs a 
penalty of 10 years, whilst, not in the company of others only incurs a penalty of 7 years. 

Assaults occasioning actual bodily harm has a maximum penalty of 5 years 
imprisonment. If it be in the company of others the penalty is 7 years.   
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